Gene co-expression analyses: an overview from microarray collections in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Bioinformatics web-based resources and databases are precious references for most biological laboratories worldwide. However, the quality and reliability of the information they provide depends on them being used in an appropriate way that takes into account their specific features. Huge collections of gene expression data are currently publicly available, ready to support the understanding of gene and genome functionalities. In this context, tools and resources for gene co-expression analyses have flourished to exploit the 'guilty by association' principle, which assumes that genes with correlated expression profiles are functionally related. In the case of Arabidopsis thaliana, the reference species in plant biology, the resources available mainly consist of microarray results. After a general overview of such resources, we tested and compared the results they offer for gene co-expression analysis. We also discuss the effect on the results when using different data sets, as well as different data normalization approaches and parameter settings, which often consider different metrics for establishing co-expression. A dedicated example analysis of different gene pools, implemented by including/excluding mutant samples in a reference data set, showed significant variation of gene co-expression occurrence, magnitude and direction. We conclude that, as the heterogeneity of the resources and methods may produce different results for the same query genes, the exploration of more than one of the available resources is strongly recommended. The aim of this article is to show how best to integrate data sources and/or merge outputs to achieve robust analyses and reliable interpretations, thereby making use of diverse data resources an opportunity for added value.